We reconsider the concept of transit nodes as introduced by Bast et al. [3] and for the first time construct instance based lower bounds on the size of transit node sets by interpreting a LP formulation of the problem and its dual. As a side product we achieve considerably smaller access node sets which directly influences the query time for non-local queries.
Introduction
Dijkstra's algorithm is still the baseline when it comes to computing the shortest path distance in a graph with non-negative edge weights. For a given source node A and a target node B it computes the shortest path in time O(n log n + m) which seems best possible in the comparison model, if no preprocessing on the graph is allowed. With preprocessing the experienced query times can be drastically improved. On one hand there are techniques that allow for a pruning of the Dijkstra search such as A * (here some potential function φ : V → R is precomputed to modify edge costs), ArcFlags [8, 4] (edges are tagged if they are relevant for a shortest path to some target region), Reach [7] (edges/nodes are classified according to their importance and whether they can appear in the middle of a long shortest path), and many more. The latest of these techniques allow for query times in the order of milliseconds in contrast to plain Dijkstra which takes in the order of seconds on a moderate size road network like the US or Europe with about 20 million nodes and 50 million edges. A completely different approach was introduced by Bast et al. in [3] . There, one considers the set P of all "long" shortest paths (at this point we leave the term "long" imprecise on purpose, but think of "longer than 90km") in the graph G(V, E). Each π ∈ P can be represented as the sequence or set of its nodes. For sake of a simpler exposition we focus on the case of an undirected graph, mentioning important differences for the directed case along the way. Preprocessing: In a preprocessing step we want to compute a set of transit nodes T ⊂ V such that ∀π ∈ P * Universität Stuttgart, Institut für Formale Methoden der Informatik, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany -jochen.eisner, stefan.funke@fmi.uni-stuttgart. de we have π ∩ T = ∅. What is this set T good for, what other properties of T are desired?
Let us start with the following observation which seems natural when thinking about it for a while:
If you are travelling "far" -let's say further than 90km -you will leave your local neighborhood on one of few arterial routes.
In reality, a handful of such routes suffice. So, looking at the paths in P starting at some specific vertex v, on the first few kilometers (leaving the local neighborhood) they all share one of let's say 5 common prefixes. If we could make sure that all "long" paths leaving from v are hit by T in the local neighborhood of v, we can define as the set of access nodes AN v of v the first node from T on each of these prefixes, so typically we expect |AN v | to be a small constant. In the preprocessing stageapart from determining T -we compute and store
• for each pair (v, w) ∈ T × T the distance between v and w
• for each v ∈ V the distances to all p ∈ AN v Query: For a given distance query from s to t which are sufficiently far apart -also called non-local -, we can determine their exact distance by evaluating ∀v ∈ AN s , ∀w ∈ AN t the expression d(s, v) + d(v, w) + d(w, t) and taking the minimum. All terms of this expression are known after the preprocessing stage and there are essentially |AN s | × |AN t | expressions to evaluate. If s and t are not "far apart" -or local -, we resort to some other strategy such as contraction or highway hierarchies [5, 9] , which will be very fast due to source and target being nearby. Of course, this whole scheme relies on the hope that one can construct a small enough set T (essential of size O( |V |) such that storing the |T | × |T | distance table does not require humongous additional space) and still cover most shortest paths. The query time for "far away" queries depends on the actual sizes of the access node sets.
In [3] an algorithm was presented which showed that it is possible to construct a rather small set T such that storing the |T | × |T |-sized distance table requires essentially O(|V |) space. At the same time T can cover a very large fraction of all shortest paths, and the access node sets were also rather small. More concretely, for the road network of California consisting of 1.6 million nodes and 3.9 million undirected edges, in [3] a transit node set T was constructed with |T | = 15087 covering more than 97.1% of all shortest paths in the network and the average size of an AN v was around 9, so a typical query required around 81 lookups in the precomputed data structure 1 . Transit node sets of the same order of magnitude were reported for a refined construction by Sanders and Schultes [10] .
Up to this point, it was not clear, though, whether the same covering rate was possible with -let's say 700 transit nodes, or maybe even just 300 transit nodes. In [1] and [2] Goldberg et al. propose the notion of highway dimension to obtain theoretical explanations for the great success of transit nodes and other acceleration schemes. They are more concerned with upper bounds, though, while our work is concerned with lower bounds.
Our contribution In this paper we derive instance based lower bounds on the size of the transit node sets that can be constructed for several notions of "far". This is achieved by modelling the problem of computing a transit node set T as a hitting set problem for which we set up an (integer) linear programming formulation as well as its relaxation and dual. By a dual fitting argument we can show that a simple greedy algorithm in practice achieves very small approximation ratios implying that it is not possible to compute transit node sets considerably smaller than e.g. in [3] or [10] . As a nice side effect, our algorithm produces access node sets which are considerably smaller (≤ 4 on the average) resulting in query times that are one magnitude faster than the results reported in [3] . Still, we do not consider our technique to be of practical importance, though, due to the humongous preprocessing time and space, but rather as a computational proof and insight that the transit node construction schemes developed so far are close to optimal for the considered network instances. As a small sub result we also show a simple filter for deciding locality of shortest path queries based on the triangle inequality -this might be of actual use in practical implementations of any transit node scheme.
2 Transit Nodes via a A Hitting Set Formulation 2.1 Some (Integer) Linear Programming Background The classic hitting set problem is defined as follows: Given a universe U and a family H of subsets 1 They also reported similar numbers for the larger US road network.
from U , the goal is to choose the smallest subset T ⊂ U such that ∀H ∈ H : H ∩ T = ∅. Its formulation as the following primal integer linear program (ILP) is rather straightforward: min:
where we have a variable x u for each element from U indicating its presence in T . There is a constraint for each H ∈ H which demands that at least one of the elements in H is in T . In the linear programming (LP) relaxation the integrality constraint on the x u is replaced by x u ≥ 0. In our concrete setting, we have U = V , i.e. the universe consists of all vertices of the road network and H at this point consists of all "long" paths π ∈ P . Remark: Later we will argue that H should not consist of all "long" paths but prefixes thereof, partly because we want to make use of our "local neighborhood" observation.
The dual of this LP formulation is a fractional packing problem. Here we have a (the same) family H of subsets from the universe U and aim at selecting as many fractionally disjoint sets from H as possible. This can be formulated as the following dual LP: max:
where y H indicates to what (fractional) degree set H ∈ H is chosen. Replacing y H ≥ 0 by the integrality constraint y H ∈ {0, 1} we obtain an integral set packing problem where the goal is simply to choose as many disjoint sets as possible.
Clearly, the objective function value of the optimal fractional solution to the primal LP is a lower bound to the optimal integral solution to the primal ILP. Analogously, the objective function value of the optimal fractional solution to the dual LP is an upper bound to the optimal integral solution to the dual ILP. By strong duality, the objective function values of the optimal fractional solutions to the primal and dual LP are the same.
Of what use is this formalism for our concrete problem of computing transit nodes? The approach in [3] or the one proposed in the following computes a feasible integral solution to the primal problem formulation (typically not optimal, though). Let us assume that this solution has objective function value z prim . If we exhibit a possibly fractional but feasible solution to the dual problem with objective function value z dual with zprim /z dual ≤ α for some α ≥ 1, we know that z prim is at most an α-factor above the optimal integral solution to the primal problem, since the optimal integral solution to the primal problem is (in terms of the objective function value) sandwiched between any feasible primal integral solution and any dual feasible solution.
As the hitting set problem is essentially the same as the set cover problem, it seems very unlikely that any polynomial-time algorithm can compute an integral solution which in general is always a o(log n) factor away from the optimal integral solution [11] . It is important to note, though, that for concrete problem instances it might be well possible to derive dual feasible solutions which are only a small constant factor away from the primal solution and hence proving close-to-optimality of the primal integral solution.
In the remainder of the paper we will develop a greedy algorithm for the primal problem formulation and a strategy for obtaining a feasible dual solution which for the problem instances of transit node computation was always only a small constant factor away from the primal greedy solution in terms of the objective function value hence proving the close-to-optimality of the respective solution from our algorithm.
Transit Node Computation -Obtaining Feasible Solutions in the Primal and the Dual
The previous section should have made clear how the problem of computing transit nodes fits into the LP framework of hitting set and set packing. So, for some notion of "long" we could first compute the set of all "long" shortest paths and consider them as a family of subsets from V . Of course this seems hardly feasible for networks with several million nodes since this family of subsets would contain in the order of |V | · |V | ≈ 10 12 many sets, each of which might be pretty large, too. Here, the specific characteristics of our hitting set problem comes as a rescue. When we consider some "long" path π, then clearly all prefixes of this path which are also "long" are contained in H -since they are also shortest paths. Each of them has to be hit by our hitting set, too, so we can actually restrict H to the set of minimal "long" shortest paths, i.e., all "long" shortest paths for which no prefix is also "long". Only this observation reduces the size of H and each individual H ∈ H such that it gets treatable in practice.
If we want to make use of our observation about travelling far and local neighborhoods, we furthermore want to enforce that each minimal long path π emanating from v is hit locally, i.e. "close" to v. We can achieve this by further truncating π to be an even shorter prefix, so at the end, our sets H to be hit by our hitting set algorithm are prefixes of minimal shortest "long" paths. This constraint might look artificial but has already been implicitly been imposed by [3] since there the local access nodes aka relevant transit nodes were forced to be nearby by construction. So the problem we consider for the rest of the paper is following:
For some notion of 'long' and 'nearby', compute a set of transit nodes T ⊂ U which hits all 'long' paths 'nearby' its starting point.
The framework of LP duality will allow us to come up with guarantees about the quality of solutions to this problem.
Primal Algorithm
The primal algorithm follows a simple greedy strategy which in each iteration adds one node to the hitting set -the one covering most so far "unhit" sets from H. More formally, let T i be the hitting set after the i-th iteration, H i := {H ∈ H : H ∩T i = ∅}, then we choose in the (i+1)st iteration the u ∈ U − T i which maximizes |{H ∈ H i : H ∩ {u} = ∅}|. We iterate until H i = ∅. This simple algorithm computes a feasible integral solution to the primal problem and achieves an approximation guarantee of O(log |V |) since there is a generic way [11] to construct a dual feasible solution which is at most a O(log n) factor away. In the following we will sketch a simple dual algorithm which in practice yields dual solutions which are very close to the primal solution of the greedy algorithm in terms of the objective function.
Dual Algorithm
The dual algorithm follows a similarly simple greedy strategy. Our algorithm proceeds in iterations, picking it each iteration the set with the smallest weight and which does not overlap the previously picked sets. In this context the weight of a set H is defined as the number of sets in H which have a non-empty overlap with H. More formally let P i be the set of (pairwise disjoint) sets picked after the i-th iteration H i := {H ∈ H : H ∩ H = ∅ ∀H ∈ P i }, then we pick in the i+1st iteration a set from H i of minimum weight.
At this point we have set up our basic framework for computing transit node sets with a guaranteed a posteriori approximation quality. In the remainder of the paper we will fill in the (important) details, in particular: discuss several notions of "long" including their relation to existing transit node computation schemes and evaluate our algorithms in terms of approximation guarantee (of the transit node sets), query times (size access node sets) and efficacy (queries that can be answered). There are different ways to define what a "long" path is or when two nodes A and B are "far" apart. The following are natural choices:
1. a shortest path from A to B is "long" if the Euclidean distance along the path from A to B is more than some constant D 2. a shortest path from A to B is "long" if the Graph distance (e.g. travel time) along the path from A to B is more than some constant D 3. a shortest path from A to B is "long" if the Dijkstra rank of B wrt to A and the Dijkstra rank 2 of A wrt to B in the reversed graph is more than some constant D Let m : V × V → R + 0 be the distance function which determines what a "long" shortest path is. The choice of m determines how the family H is constructed for preprocessing how to decide at query time whether a A-B-query can be answered using the transit node scheme.
Comparison to Existing
Transit Node Constructions In the original paper on Transit Node routing by Bast et al [3] , the following transit node construction was used, see Figure 1: 1. a grid of -let's say 128×128 is put over the network 2 The Dijkstra rank of a node v wrt to some other node s is k if in a Dijkstra computation starting at s, v is pulled as k-th node from the priority queue.
2. for each boundary node of a grid cell C, a Dijkstra is started until the nodes of the outer boundary (as in Figure 1 ) are settled 3. for each node in v ∈ C, its set of access nodes is determined by the crossing points of all shortest paths to outer boundary nodes from the boundary nodes of C
The shortest path from A to B is "long" if there are at least 4 grid-cells between A and B vertically or horizontally. This is a simplified version of the first notion of "long" via Euclidean distance.
In [10] , a second incarnation of Transit Node Routing was presented. Here, the authors use as transit node set the (core of) a certain level in their Highway Hierarchy (HH). Highway Hierarchies are some sort of formal classification of a road network based on Dijkstra ranks. Essentially, their approach uses our third notion of "long".
The second notion of "long" has not been used that frequently, probably because it inherits both main disadvantages of the other two notions: namely, checking for locality appears similarly difficult as for the third notion and the adaptivity to varying network densities is similarly bad as for the first notion. These issues are discussed in more detail in the following.
Query
For a query, we need to decide, whether vertices A and B are far apart in the distance notion m, so we aim at computing a lower bound for m(A, B) and checking this lower bound against the parameter D.
If m is the Euclidean metric, a straightforward strategy is to use the beeline as a lower bound: m(A, B) ≥ |AB|.
By taking into account the maximum speed in a road network, we could also turn this lower bound into a lower bound in case m is the graph distance metric. Unfortunately this does not provide good bounds as m(A, B) and |AB| are only loosely coupled for small transit node sets where the access nodes of a node are relatively distant, compared to the overall shortest path length. The following yields a better bound (and is also applicable to the Euclidean case). The crucial observation is that using the triangle inequality the following statement holds for each pair of access nodes: m(AN m(A, B) .
The case that m(x, y) is the Dijkstra rank of y wrt x, things get more complicated, as this distance function does not satisfy the triangle inequality at all. We solve this by deriving individual constants D v for each node v which specifies that all paths outgoing from v and longer than D v (measured according Euclidean or graph distance) are hit by a transit node. D v can be computed by a local Dijkstra computation during the set generation (similar to the method in [10] ). Note that we need to compute both D v (for the outgoing paths of the source nodes) as well as D v (for incoming paths of the target nodes) in the reversed graph if we have directed edges. We then employ the same mechanism for deriving the lower bounds on the (Euclidean or graph) distance between A and B and compare this value to max(D A , D B ).
One might wonder, why we use the third notion of "long" (Dijkstra rank) at all. One important advantage of Dijkstra rank based methods is their adaptivity to varying network densities (which can also be observed when comparing Highway hierarchies vs. e.g. edge reach, [7, 6] ). In particular, using the Dijkstra rank allows to keep the number of targets t for any source node s that are not far away constant throughout the network. The first two notions of "long" typically result in more "non-far" targets in urban areas and less in the countryside.
Preprocessing
Once the notion of "long" is fixed, the actual preprocessing step to set up the primal and dual LPs (2.1), (2.2) is quite generic: For each node A we run Dijkstra until ∀B in the priority queue we have m(A, B) ≥ D. The result is a shortest path tree, rooted at A, consisting of all nodes with distance smaller than D according to our chosen notion for "long". For each node B still present in the priority queue we trace back the shortest path to A, generating a set which is a prefix of the path from A to B consisting of the nodes closer than L := αD to A for some α < 1 to make use of the travelling far and local neighborhoods observation. We expect the resulting sets to be the same for many B's and ending up with few sets per node A. Several tricks like restricting the sets to nodes of degree larger 2 (since any degree 2 transit node can be replaced by the next larger degree node) can be employed to make this approach more efficient. See Figure 2 for a depiction of the situation. Figure 2 : A set is created for each distinct shortest path which crosses L and D. Here we create 7 sets.
Computation of Access Nodes
Once we have computed our set T of transit nodes, it remains to compute for each v i ∈ V its access nodes AN i ⊆ T (intuitively these are the first transit nodes on the few routes leaving the local neighborhood). This is a smaller hitting set problem
, where we need to hit all sets H j i , but are only allowed to choose Elements of T . Even if these sub problems HS i can be quite large, we are able to solve them optimally in an efficient way, employing the special structure of the sets H j i . Because these sets were constructed by the shortest path tree rooted in v i and were sub sampled by throwing away all nodes which were not chosen to be in T , we can sort their elements in increasing distance to v i and starting with the closest mark them to be in the solution set AN i in a greedy manner. It is easy to see that this yields the optimal solution to HS i as we are traversing the shortest path tree in increasing distance. This approach is similar to the one described in [10] . The number of access nodes compared is considerably decreased compared to the approach e.g. in [3] and directly influences the query times as we will see later on.
Implementation and Evaluation
We have implemented our primal and dual greedy algorithms in C++ and computed transit node sets with lower bounds for different road networks. In the following presentation we will focus on the road network of California (CA), which was also evaluated in [3] and is available at the DIMACS 3 challenge website. It has 1.613.303 nodes and 3.946.702 edges. We used two versions of this graph, one bears the euclidean distances as edge costs, the other bears travel times. For some tests we also used the US network with 24.266.702 nodes and 58.098.086 edges. Our C++ code was evaluated (unless stated otherwise) on a 24 core machine with 2 AMD Opteron 6172 cpus at 2.1GHz and 96GB of ram. Timings are in terms of CPU time, so 5 minutes on two cores are accounted as 10 minutes.
The main challenge in the implementation is the handling of the sets. In contrast to the other transit node construction schemes, they have to be explicitly built and stored for derivation of the lower bounds. To give you an idea, on the road network of California, for the parameter setting which results in a 98.59% rate of non-local queries, we had to generate 11 million sets with a 423 million nodes in total. For the US road network, a similar setting required 158 million sets with 27 billion nodes in total, pushing our server with 96GB of RAM to its limits. Even for very small networks the (I)LP formulation becomes very large, so employing standard linear programming techniques is infeasible. Neither glpk 4 nor lp solve 5 where able to find feasible solutions for the LP case on instances consisting of only 5 · 10 5 sets. Such a set of constraints is the result of a road network with about 10 4 nodes. Primaldual techniques were also tried and reasonable fast but consistently non-competitive with respect quality of the outcome.
Instance-based Approximation Guarantees
The main result of this paper is the computational proof that for the road networks encountered in practice, the transit node construction schemes that have been developed so far are essentially optimal up to a small constant factor. To that end, we have used different notions of "long" in our experimental evaluation; we computed a set of transit nodes (primal TN size), a feasible dual solution (dual TN size), their ratio and the average number of access nodes.
For example, the third row of the Dijkstra rank on travel metric block in Table 1 means that we consider a graph which has travel times as edge costs, the shortest path between some s and t is "long" if the Dijkstra rank of s wrt t is ≥ 16000 and vice versa. All "long" paths emanating from some vertex v must be hit by transit nodes of Dijkstra rank ≤ 4000 wrt to v. Our primal greedy algorithm computed a transit node set of size 8996, the dual feasible solution and hence lower bound is 4886, that is, we are at most a factor of 1.85 of the optimum size for this notion of "long". The average number of access nodes for a node was 3.67. The other rows are to be interpreted in the same manner. For any notion of "long", the proven approximation ratio was always below 2.2.
Comparison with Previous Constructions
How does this relate with the results, for example in [3] ? To that end we first have to determine, what a concrete notion of "long" means in terms of the fraction of paths that are indeed "long" according to this notion. In Table 3 we see for example that for the scheme just explained, for 98.06% of all queries, the distance lower bound equation (3. 3) proves that we can employ the transit node scheme. In fact, the result of the transit node scheme was correct for 99.90% of the queries but we could not prove it; similar effects were also reported in [10] .
What results are most comparable to the results in [3] ? According to Table 5 of [3] , 15087 transit nodes were necessary for a 128 × 128 grid on California (which equals a success rate of 97.16% -this is essentially determined by the grid dimensions) and the travel time metric on the edges. 21230 transit nodes were necessary for the euclidean metric. In terms of the construction scheme, for the travel time metric our most similar results are the (non-DijkstraRank-based) traveltime constructions with D value between 30000units and 60000 units. Unfortunately we cannot match exactly the success rate of [3] but we would estimate that for a D value of around 40000 we would get upper and lower bounds of around 20000 and 12000. In terms of efficiency, our DijkstraRank-based construction for the travel time metric is far superior. With fewer transit nodes (8996) we obtain a considerably higher success rate (98.06%). Similar results can be observed for the euclidean metric. Looking at the US road network in Tables 2 and 4 , we see for example that for the euclidean metric we can provably hit 98.63% of all paths using 27843 transit nodes (at most a factor 1.73 above the lower bound). In [10] , Table 3 , the first layer of their transit node scheme for euclidean distance contains 15399 transit nodes and provably decides 91.2% of all queries; the average number of access nodes is 17 compared to ≈ 3.4 in our case. Measuring the preprocessing time is difficult as our implementation is tuned for very large instances and highly dependent on the amount of I/O. In order to provide an estimate we measured the usertime for 30000/15000m path length case on the CA graph where the set generation step took 73min and resulted in 8. Figure 3 : Average query times for the shortest path distance computation on different processors. These timings were averaged over 10 9 random "long" queries.
consisting of 226 · 10 6 elements overall. The greedy computation of the primal solution took 16s, the dual one 18s. Finally the computation of the all pair shortest path distances took 5m30s. The set computation step scales linearly with the number of nodes in the graph as with the choice of the upper and lower bound parameter and is the dominating part of the precomputation. The greedy primal/dual computation on the US instances is mainly I/O bound as the generated sets have to be retrieved from disk. The main primal/dual computation running time is in the order of several minutes compared to the I/O which requires up to one hour.
Query timing
As described in Section 1, the s, t distance calculation at this point is reduced to some lookups of precomputed values. To be more specific we need to compute minimum value of d(s, v) + d(v, w) + d(w, t) over all v ∈ AN s and all w ∈ AN t . This results in |AN s | × |AN t | lookups for d(s, ·) and d(·, t) in their respective access node arrays and also in the same amount of lookups in the all-pairs shortest path table of the access nodes for the respective value of d(v, w). Hence the number of access nodes is the key factor which determines the query time. In [3] , a (admittedly not very sophisticated) strategy for determining access nodes resulted in 9 (16) access nodes per node on the average in the travel time (euclidean) metric graph. The last column in Table 1 shows the avg. number of access nodes. We obtain around 3.6 (5.2) access nodes on the average for the travel time (euclidean) metric. This results in roughly 13 (27) lookups instead of 81 (256) which, of course, is also reflected in the actual query times. The time needed for these lookups is dominated by the access of the all-pairs shortest path array as the access pattern of the values d(v, w) will most often result in cache misses. In contrast the distance values of d(s, ·) and d(·, t) are hold in one contiguous small array for s and t respectively. So it is not surprising that the real worlds query timings are highly dependent on the cache hierarchy of the chosen processor, the timings in Table  3 where all taken on the CA graph with an average of 3.62 access nodes per node. In any case, the results are considerably faster than the times reported in [3] ; here for the travel time metric, average query times were around 8.9µsecs on a 2.4 GHz Opteron processor, even though comparison of timings on different machines are doubtful. The size of the access node sets (and hence the number of lookups) is a much better, architectureindependent indicator. The access node sizes in [10] were better (6.1 on the US for travel time, 17 on the US for euclidean) but still above the numbers we have experienced in our current construction scheme. Note that we sampled "long" queries exclusively, as we don't use any fallback mechanism if the chosen path cannot be predicted by our transit node framework in this setting.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented computational proof that the known transit node constructions like [3] or [10] produce transit node sets which are close to optimal in size. Such lower bounds were not known before; we have proven computationally that for the problem instances commonly considered, it is not possible to construct transit node sets of -let's say -1/20th the size. We do not recommend our preprocessing scheme for practical purposes as it is very time and space consuming, but should rather be seen as a computational proof that the known schemes are not that bad after all. In future work we will try to optimize our implementation such that approximation guarantees can be derived for even the largest networks like the US or the whole of Europe, even though we do not expect substantially different results there.
